Support of Members to Attend Conferences/Seminars

The Executive Committee of the Queensland Chapter of ANZELA has approved funding each year to partially fund (maximum of $1000.00 for each application) a member or members’ attendance at relevant seminars and conferences. The approval of support for such will be subject to members meeting the criteria set out under the heading, ‘Applications’ and to the availability of funds. The Executive Committee reserves the right to determine, on each occasion when Applications are submitted, whether or not it is appropriate given all of the relevant circumstances of the Chapter to fund any one or more applications. Any one person receiving funding assistance will only be given funding support once in a five-year period.

Applications
The following criteria apply. They are weighted in order.

1. Current financial member of ANZELA (Qld Chapter)
2. Show evidence, in writing that the applicant is in pursuit of issues or innovations, which are of contemporary significance to education and the law. This should indicate reasons for attending the conference.
3. Preparedness to inform the membership on issues raised at the Conference through the AGM, e-newsletter, website, twilight seminars, paper in the Reporter, conducting a workshop for ANZELA or for the personnel in the member’s place of employment within a six month period. Applicants should detail how they will do this.
4. Description of applicant’s nature of previous support to ANZELA – the organisation or its activities.
5. Inability of applicant to obtain financial support from any other institution.
6. Date of application

Communication
Once the application has been received, the Executive Committee will discuss its merits and the applicant notified of the Executive’s decision.

The Executive’s decision will be final and it will not be required to give an explanation for its decision.

Up to two applicants can be successful but the Executive reserves the right not to allocate all places, subject to financial constraints.

No applications will be considered after the closing date.


Closing date: Friday 15th August, 2014.

Address for Applications: The Secretary
ANZELA Qld Chapter
Email: Andrew_Knott@tresscox.com.au